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Welcome to Berlin!
Welcome to the Summer Camp of
Social Day/Operation Dayswork - NGOs!
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Editorial

Dear delegates from all over Europe,
We are very happy to welcome you in
Berlin for 2012‘s international Summer
Camp from July 30 to August 03.
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To get everybody - and especially those of
you who haven‘t been to last year‘s camp
- informed about our organizations, their
differences and what they have in common, we again arranged an information
brochure with short descriptions about
every single organization taking part.
Once again we would like to thank you for
finishing all your reports in time and hope
that you will find the time to read through
the information gathered here, e.g. on
your journey to Berlin.
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Appendix I: Introduction to
Zajecar Initiative (Serbia)
44
Appendix II: Last year‘s information about
Operation Dayswork Bolzano (Italy)
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Unfortunately the last version of the summer camp‘s program was not available
when this documentation was sent to the
printery; so you will find it in the emails
sent in preparation to the camp and in
addition to that, we sure will talk through
it once you have arrived in Berlin.
Now wish you a pleasant flight/train journey/boat trip or whatever you will do and
are already looking forward to meeting
you (again) in Berlin!
Your organizing team
of SHL Germany
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Hallo !

Guten Morgen

Gute Nacht

Bitte(schön)

Vielen Dank

Ich heiße...

Wie heißt du?

Wie geht es dir ?

Gut

Schlecht

Ja

Nein

Woher kommst du?

Ich komme aus ...

Ich habe Hunger.

Entschuldigung!

Wir sehen uns!

Prost!

Godmorgen

Godaften

Værsågod

Mange tak

Jeg hedder...

Hvad hedder du?

Hvordan har du det?

God

Dårlig

Ja

Nej

Hvor kommer du fra?

Jeg er fra...

Jeg er sulten.

Undeskyld!

Vi ses!

Skål!

German

Hej

Danish

À ta santé!

À bientôt!

Pardon!

J‘ai faim.

Je suis d‘....

Tu es d‘où?

Non

Oui

Mauvais

Bien

Comment ça va?

Comment tu t‘appelles?

Je m‘appelle...

Merci beaucoup!

S‘il vous plaît

Bonne nuit

Bonjour

Salut!

French

Getting in Touch Little Language Course

Viva!

Arrivederci!

Scusi!

Ho fame.

Vengo da...

Di dove sei?

No

Si

Cattivo

Buono

Come stai?

Come ti chiami?

Mi chiamo...

Mille grazie.

Prego!

Bunoa notte

Buon giorno!

Ciao!

Italian

Proost!

Tot ziens!

Sorry!

Ik heb honger.

Ik kom uit...

Waar kom je vandaan?

Nee

Ja

Slecht

Goed

Hoe maak je het?

Wat is uw naam?

Mijn naam is...

Hartstikke bedankt!

Alsjeblieft

Goedenacht

Goedemorgen

Hoi / Hallo !

Dutch

Kako se zoveš?

Zovem se...

Hvala ti puno

Molim

Laku noć

Dobro jutro

Zdravo / Ćao !

Serbian

Skål!

Se deg snart!

Unnskyld!

Jeg er sulten.

Jeg kommer fra...

Hvor er du fra?

Nei

Ja

Dårlig

Greit!

Živeli!

Vidimo se!

Izvinite!

Gladna sam.

Ja sam iz ...

Odakle si?

Ne

Da

Loš

Dobro

Hvordan har du det? Kako si?

Hva heter du?

Jeg heter...

Takk skal du ha.

Vær så snill

God natt

God morgen

Hei!

Norwegian

Germany
Belgium

Schüler Helfen Leben
Zuiddag
„Work fordeine
„Spende
Change!“
Hände“ - „Contribute your Hands“
Founded in 2006
1992 - Next Action Day on October
June 13 2013
18 2012
website: www.zuiddag.be
www.schueler-helfen-leben.de
Work for Change!
We want to change
the society, we
want to change
views on the world
from youngsters
( in North and
South), we want
youngsters to be
aware of their
responsibility and
their possibility
to take action.
‚Zuiddag campaignWork for change- is
hold once a year,
always a Thursday
in late October
(for students high
school, age 14-20).
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Facts & Numbers
Founding year of the organization 2006
Date of next action day October 18 2012
Web address www.zuiddag.be
Number of participants in last action day 5,500+
Income from last action day EUR 250,000

Zuiddag
Koningsstraat 35
1000 Brussel

Responsible for International Cooperation:
					
					
					

Ellen Dereymaeker
ellen@zuiddag.be
Lies Corneille
lies@zuiddag.be

info@zuiddag.be
+324740392555 / +32486712392

History
The start….

The story of Zuiddag/OD Belgium begins in Halle.
Bart Vetsuypens from Halle and his wife Carine
Haesen worked from 2002 to 2009 in the slums of
Recife as aid workers for the NGO Diaconia, a local
partner organization of the Belgian NGO Volens.
Ellen Dereymaeker worked as a volunteer in the
projects in Recife. When Diaconia won the Norwegian Student Award in 2005, they immediately see
the potential of this action. They got in contact with
Ewoud Monbaliu and together they start a similar
initiative in Halle (city of Ellen and Bart). In january
2009 Ellen started working fulltime for Zuiddag.
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Growth scenario from 2006 to 2011
•
•
•
•

From 500 participants in 2006 to 5000
young people in 2010, and hopefully 10,000 people in 2012
From 8 schools in 2006 to 80 schools in 2010,
and 130 schools registered for Oct 2012
From 1 city in 2006 to over 70 cities in
Flanders and Brussels (French part not yet)
From 300 participating companies in
2006 to more than 3000 companies that
release ‚jobs for one day‘ in 2010 and
probably more than 6,000 in 2012

Vision & Mission
Special Characteristics
Zuiddag gives young people the chance to
make the difference in the world by bringing together schools, companies, cities
and youngsters from North and South.
Objectives have changed somewhat over the
years. Right now we have 4 main objectives:

1.

Youngsters are aware of their responsibility in the society and the world.

2.

Youngsters participate actively to changes in the society and the world.

3.

Zuiddag is an organisation by and for youngsters.

4.

Zuiddag is an impactfull organisation and expands
the platform for international cooperation.

Organization
Structure
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Protagonists:
•
•
•
•

3 FTE (coordination/communication/education)
An annually changing campaign leader
(youngster from 18 year old, after high school)
Volunteers: management board (adults),
youth (more actively involved during campaign), host families,...
Volunteers in commission South : discussion
and follow-up projects, applicant files, etc…

Role youngsters

The main role is to reach other young people
by sending messages across, especially active in
campaigning period, less elsewhere. The youngsters don’t think enough with ZuidDag but they are
more active and effective during the campaign.
Role of young people how we want it to be:
we want to hear more the voice of youth, they
have to decide how Zuiddag should work and
should look like in few year. ZuidDag is meant
FOR the youth and realized BY the youth!

Role of volunteers

= VERY important
Without volunteers we could not be active and
we couldn’t achieve our main goals and aims.

Alumni:
•
•

Not yet followed up very well
Start 2012 = pilot project in higher education/university, so we can still involve them in our projects (actively during
campaign and also behind the scenes)

Organization Activities
1. Does your organization implement further
activities in addition to the action day? If
yes, please fill in a short description.
Weekends for volunteers ( workshops, teamwork/
teambuilding, teaching/discussing values, magazine, presentation, preparation campaign
2.To which extent do you use Internet, Social
Media and internal IT technologies for your
work? How successful are your attempts?
Facebook, website, mails, tv, radio --> very succesful
3. Which measures do you take to inform
about your or-ganization and the action day?
To which extent and how do you address
students, teachers, companies, parents?
We have one communication officer.
We communicate about our work via website, facebook, via via (by telling people), a
lot of presentations at schools, firms …
We want to communicate to youngsters,
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to parents of youngsters, to companies
and to schools (teachers/direction).
We develop a lot of communication materials:
•
Call for schools (three-pager)
•
school file with all practical and
educational information
•
Jobflyer for employers
•
Corporate file with all practical (insurance,
payment, etc…) and educational information
•
Partner file
•
posters
•
Educational tool , for students to take
with them on the jobday to transmit the message/the educationa info
and bring it into the company
•
Movies (made by youngsters): what is zuiddag, how can you find a job, little movies
oft he Job-day, movie from the project
•
youth magazine
•
Newsletter (e-letter)
•
Mailing list of participating youngsters
•
Mailing list of participating companies

•

•
•

Jobbank / registration – and payment
system for everyone who participates (for
school subscription, for youngsters taking
part, linked to employers for one day).
Mail
Reminders for payment (for those who do not
pay, we can check this through the system)

We use internet a lot: especially for mailing, website and facebook (social media), with the use of pictures and movies to make it attractive for youngsters.
We use the strategy of TOPJOBS, quotes and testimonies a lot in our communication.

Participation
We organize weekends and meetings
with youngsters where we do workshops, discussions, debates and where
we become a nice group of friends.
There are about 5 weekends a year
and several days where we meet.
The campaignleader (just graduated) does the follow up
of his/her South Project
The allumni will form a youthboard where questions/discussions about the campaign will take place and where alumni
are asked about their ideas for the future.
We are also working on an ‘International’ workgroup with alumni, they will be
responsible for things like summercamp.
We are starting a funding for youthprojects in Belgium for projects
of youngsters for youngsters.
We work a lot with young volunteers
to write the youth magazine, make
movies, fill the website, look for jobs
and Topjobs, to address the press and
media, to call schools to participate,
to do administration, and so on.
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Budgeting and Finances
Income

In 2006 the campaign raised 15.000 euro for a
project in Brazil. 5 years later in 2010 The campaign raised 200.000 euro for Indonesia. Zuiddag raised about 300.000 euro in Oct 2011.

+ 15% we keep of the action-day and some
additional donations. The income complete for
2010 for example was 142 000 euro + the money
raised on the action day (200 000 euro). That
means 142 000 + 30 000 (15%) = 172 000 euro
for operating costs and staff for Zuiddag 2010.

It was all voluntary work from the start until
sept 2008. From sept 2008 Zuiddag got projectsubsidies from the Flemish Government for the
staff (0,5 FTE) and operating funds (untill dec
2010). Right now (june 2011) Zuiddag works
with 2FTE and 1 campaign-leader (18 years old).
Zuiddag staff and operating funds is now sponsored by 4 companies (structural partnership)

We keep our surplus to have an extra savety
fund. The Flemish government controls our
accountancy. We keep our receits and we have
an accountancy-office who does our accountance and makes shore it is write. We have an
audit who controls the projects in the South
so we are sure our funds are well spend.

Support from Society & Media
Media contacts?
•
•
•
•

•

YES each year we get more media attention,
which is very positive to promote our work
Media deals with TV and radio (stu bru
and MNM, TMF) and magazines (HUMO)
Especially a lot of press attention on the
working day (also on national TV journal)
Thanks to format of TOBJOBS – special jobs for
one day, e.g. mayor for one day, minster for
one day, pilot engeneer for one day, boss oft
he university/rector, CEO from big company…
Pressconference with youngsters

Policy-contacts?

Until now only on the campaign day: politicians, ministers and mayors give their job away to
young people working for ZuidDag for one day.
We are still not doing enough political lobbying work but we are working on it very hard (goal 2011).
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In October 2011, young people will speak in
the parlement at the committee on education
about the reformation of secondary education (age 12-18). They will give their opinions
to politicians. This is what we want to do!

Economy contacts?
•
•
•
•
•

YES We have a lot of economic contacts!
Many workplaces in companies, cityhalls, small and large companies/organizations on thejobday in October
Also contacts with associations of big and
small companies, they make the format known
by their members (e.g. UNIZO, VOKA, …)
Benefits for companies: cheap labor force,
meeting future employee, business gets positive image = corporate social responsibility ....
Support from private companies : Bosspaints & Colruyt

Project
Implementation
Region

Latin America, Asia, Africa

Kind of projects

Always for young people, youngsters are involved
in participatory projects (development of the project and implementation)
•
Brazil 2006 - Quality education for everyone
•
Brazil 2007 - Stop violence against women
(online voting - youngsters choose this theme,
two other themes were the environment and
drug issues)
•
Colombia 2008 - Stop recruitment of children
and young people in armies of Colombia
•
Uganda 2009 - Sustainable agriculture – creation of Youth Farms
•
Indonesia 2010 - Healthy Food, Healthy Living
•
Tanzania 2011 - Young entrepreneurs in movement
•
Venezuela 2012 – Education in the slums of
Caracas

Who chooses which project?
•
•
•

So far, the board has actively looked for
partners
In 2010 we did a gathering with a lot of ONG’s
of Belgium to give information
Decision about the project for 2012 was made
by youngsters in a voting in November 2011.

In January 2013 we‘re going to organize a new voting event where youngsters can critically questioning the candidates for October 2013 and decide
which project will get the funds.

Control?
•
•
•
•

Reports are asked tot he partners (financial and narrative)
statement of auditor necessary (from 2010)
preferably also a visit of evaluator / campaign leader for evaluation (not
done yet)
exchange in July with several youngsters from Zuiddag and a responsible

We ask the partners to send us a lot of pictures and movies to show us their
work, what they do, how they feel, how the project brings a difference in their
lives.

Challenges
Fundraising: it’s difficult to raise funds from government and companies to support our daily work in
Belgium.
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Aspects of Special Importance
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High quality and sustainability of the implemented projects



Inspiring youngsters for development cooperation and participation in civil society



Integration of youngsters into the organization’s work and decision-making



Democratic organization culture/structure



Giving youngsters (those who work actively in the organization, e.g. volunteers) the opportunity of their personal development/self-improvement for future tasks
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Germany
Denmark

Schüler
Operation
Helfen
Dagsvaerk
Leben
„Spende
“Get information,
deine Hände“
choose
- „Contribute
your position,
your Hands“
take action!“
Founded
Foundedinin1992
1985- -Next
NextAction
ActionDay
Dayon
November
June 13 2013
7 2012
website:
website:www.schueler-helfen-leben.de
www.od.dk
Facts & Numbers

History

Founding year of the organization 1985
Date of next action day November 7 2012
Web address www.od.dk
Number of participants in last action days 25,000
Income from last action day DKK 6.2 mio
/ EUR 840,000

Operation Dagsvaerk
Studiestraede 24, 3th
1455 Kobenhavn K

Responsible for International Cooperation:

Nanna Bak-Jensen (nannabak@od.dk)
Petra Warming (pw@od.dk)
Stine Hedegaard Bakmand (stinehb@od.dk)
Henriette Winther (hw@od.dk)
Rasmus Harsbo Rasmussen (rasmushaarsbo@od.dk)

Danish Operation a Days Work was officially
founded in 1985. Before that it had been held
twice, in 1969 and in 1971, but first when the
Danish Student Organisation DGS (danish high
school students) and LAK joined forces it became an annual event. They wanted to go beyond
the humanitarian aspect, and Dagsværk was an
opportunity to try out new educational ideas. The
first collection campaign in 1985 was a collaboration between Dagsværk in Denmark, Norway and
Sweden for South African refugees in Tanzania,
and was a success for the danish initiative. The
year after was more controversial, when Dagsværk decided to support a project in Nicaragua,
along with the danish humanitarian organisation
Folkekirkens Nødhjælp (Danish Church Aid). The
project raised a huge debate, and really put Dagsværk on the map as a controversial organisation.

First attempt at own educational material

od@od.dk
+33114540

During the campaign in 1990 the goal of using
Dagsværk for trying out the student organisations own ideas for new ways of teaching
was achieved, as the first educational material
for danish students was developed, for use in
separate subjects, which have been an important part of the campaign ever since.

Dagsværk becomes independent

Until 1992 Dagsværk had only existed as a part
of the two student organisations DGS and LAK,
it didn’t have its own general meeting or its
own board. That changed when new statutes
were agreed and Operation Dagsværk became its own organisation with a board and a
general meeting every year in November.
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Change in status

In 1995 the danish minister of education encouraged Dagsværk to plan the collection-day
apart from normal high school education, after
school or in a weekend. This request was overheard, since Dagsværk thought (and still does)
it to be important to link daily education with
global issues by practical action. This decision
made the ministry change the status of Operation Dagsværks collection day, as they no longer
wanted it to be recognized as a formal education
day. This meant that all the students who still
wanted to participate in the collection would be
registered as absent from school. This change
resulted in the lowest collection so far in 1996.
After receiving criticism from many other humanitarian organisations, the ministry engaged in
a negotiation with Dagsværk, which ended in a
deal, where the status of the Dagsværk-day (the
collection-day) was changed again. This time
it was made a day off, and the students could
then decide whether they wanted an extra day
off or if they wanted to participate in the collection. As a compensation, and a recognition
of the work Dagsværk put into the educational
materials, Dasværk was additionally granded
half a million DKK (about 70.000 euro) every
year to ensure the quality of the materials.

Controversy again

Over the years Dagsværk has stirred up many
discussions, but In 1998 Dagsværks participants
chose to support the most controversial project so
far, a project in Palestine. A fierce debate broke out
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in the media and Dagsværk was accused of running
a simplistic campaign and to criticize Israel alone in
the conflict. Even the Isralean embassy in Denmark joined the debate. 5 years later in 2003 the
schools from the 1998-project had been bombed
by the isralean military, and the board of Operation
Dagsværk chose to respond to this by joining the
Israel critical organisation Boykot Israel. This almost
led the new minister of education to withdraw the
support to Operation Dagsværk. This fortunately
didn’t happen, partly because the students decided
to cancel the decision at the following general
meeting and pull Dagsværk out of Boykot Israel.
Instead the minister set up certain requirements
that the project submitters had satisfy, in order
for Dagsværk to get the half a million DKK from
the ministry of education. Even though this hasn’t
been an issue yet, Dagsværk has its own funds to
cover this loss, if the project that is chosen by the
danish students is submitted by an organisation
that does not satisfy to these requirements.

2012

This year in 2012 we are back in the middle
east with a football/organisational project in
Iraq, a country where Denmark has engaged in
“war for democracy”. With this project Dagsværk want to, aside from helping the Iraqi
youth to meet beyond the boundaries of religious and ethnic groups, to question the way
we think we can bring democracy to Iraq.

Vision
& Mission
The goal of our work is to create solidarity between
young students from Denmark, the Faroe Islands
and Greenland, and poor and suppressed youth
in other countries. Operation a Days Work wants
to build a bridge between privileged youth in
Denmark and under-privileged youth in other
countries. Understanding and solidarity is created
through information campaigns, and the collection of money creates possibilities for education
for children and youth in the project countries.

Organization Structure
Our organization has 3
primary bodies: the secretariat, the national board
and a regions council.
The Secretariat consists of
full-time volunteers (typically 10-15 people), and is
responsible for everything
that has to do with the
annual campaign. In the
spring they prepare the
campaign for the fall make teaching materials,
prepare the concept of
the campaign etc., and in
the fall they carry out the
campaign, helps the local
organizers of the school
etc. - make sure everything goes right. To assist
the volunteers a secretariat leader and a campaign leader is hired. The
campaign leader is only
hired for 1 campaign at a
time and has the general
overview of the entire
campaign, as there are

13

two “rounds” of volunteers every yearm one team
in the spring and one team in the fall. The secretariat leader has the overall view of the organisation,
the economy and basically everything else. He/
she is hired for a three-year period and is also the
“right hand” of the board. In addition to these fulltime employees we have several part time posts
which is mainly taken by students, as IT-support,
accountants, and project secretaries who help the
board get up to date with old and new projects.

suggestions for the next project. In addition to
that, they are also the “public image” of the
organization in relation to press and the public.

The board is the decision-making body. The 13
members are elected on our annual general
meeting, which all the students from the schools
attend, and so it only consists of students. The
board reviews the old projects, is responsible for the finances and invites NGO’s to make

Apart from these 3 primary bodies, there are also
(as mentioned earlier) local school groups (who are
responsible of organizing everything related to the
social day on their school) and in addition to that,
also specific “follow-up groups” who are responsible of follow through each of our (old) projects.

The “Regions Council” consists of representatives (1-2 persons) from all the regional
districts (for instance Copenhagen is one district..) They co-ordinate the work between
the districts, arrange creative events, and
help the local groups on the Schools etc.

Organizational Activities
Collection Day

The day it all comes down to, the day 25.000
students go out and takes action and raise money
for the project. The secretariat sits in the office and
answer phones most of the day to help out and
collect money. Up to this day the secretariat has
been planning and organizing and arranging along
with the groups at the school to make sure that
every stdent has a job and knows what to do.

Theme Days and Stories from Iraq

Stories from Iraq is a presentation with stories and
bits of film about this years project in Iraq. It lasts
about an hour. Theme day is a whole day with

workshops which deals with the issues in the project. The secretariat prepare both and travels out to
the schools with them.

Operation Gränseløs

Operation Gränseløs (borderless) was an international concert-event that took place in Oslo and
Copenhagen this summer. Operation Dagsværk had
received a lot of money from the danish festival
Roskilde Festival to make a celebration of volunteering, which is also very important for the festival.
The two events went really well in both cities, with
music, lots of people visiting and a lot of different
small activities like pegboards and different “stations” where danish and norwegians (and everybody) could exchange clothes, small items and so on.

Follow-up tour

Almost every year one of the follow-up groups travel to one of the old projects, preferably half way
through the project, to inspect and explore that
the project is going well and to make a product, like
a film or some posters to bring out to the schools
and tell the students about the projects already
running. Both to make sure that their money are
spent on the right things and to show how much
impact you can have on the world by taking action.
This year a group went to Zimbabwe and are now
making a film about it.

Dagsværk-pool

The Region Council has a pool of money (35.000) to
give to students around the country who wants to
make an event og need money for other Dagsværkrelated stuff. Like hosting a concert, making an
event in their city, og rent a bus to go to another
event in another city. Most of the times the Region
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Council give out 2-5.000 at a time, so many small
events can come to live.

Weekender

Every year Dagsværk hosts 3 weekends for the students. The first is arranged by the secretariat right
after the schools begin in august or september.
They have almost finished preparing the campaign
by then, and the weekend is supposed to equip the
students and kickstart the campaign so that all the
groups at the schools know what materials they
can expect and know what to do with them, and
know that they can always call the secretariat for
help.

Vokseværk

Translated to growing pains, Vokseværk is not really
a fixed event. It can be anything (almost) the students at the schools need. Mostly it is for the small
or not functioning groups who need help to restart
or to solve a conflict. The secretariat travels out and
tries to help the group, maybe by talking the other
students or the headmaster or the group itself.

Participation
Our organisation (the secretariat, the board and the regions council) consists
completely of youngsters - people who are still in school, or have left recently.
Only our employees are a little older. Every year arround 25.000 students go
out and do a days work to raise money for the project. In the 1980’s more than
45.000 students went out, but many things have happened since the 80’s. For instance have the status of the collection day been changed so that many students
today get registerred as absent from school if they choose to go out and work.
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Budgeting and Finances
The organisation
Income
Ministry of education
DUF (danish youth council)
quotas and supporting members
Merkur Bank
all
Expenses
Wages
Meetings and traveling
Activities
Secretariat
all

489.500,00 DKK (ca 65.000 euro)
620.000,00 DKK (ca 83.000 euro)
99.000,00 DKK (ca 13.500 euros)
105.000,00 DKK (ca 14.000 euro)
1.313.500,00 DKK (ca 176.500 euro)
551.000,00 DKK (ca 74.000 euro)
224.500,00 DKK (ca 30.000 euro)
222.000,00 DKK (ca 30.000 euro)
281.500,00 DKK (ca 38.000 euro)
1.279.000,00 DKK (ca 172.000 euro)

The Campaign
Income
Danida (ministry of foreign affairs, DK)

550.000,00 DKK (ca 74.000 euro)

DUF (danish youth council)

150.000,00 DKK (ca 20.000 euro)

Theme Days

170.000,00 DKK (ca 22.800 euro)

Stories from Iraq-presentation

175.000,00 DKK (ca 23.000 euro)

all

1.045.000,00 DKK (ca 139.000 euro)

Expenses
Wages

485.500,00 DKK (ca 65.000 euro)

Secretariat

227.500,00 DKK (ca 30.500 euro)

Theme Day

173.000,00 DKK (ca 23.000 euro)

Stories from Iraq-presentation

189.000,00 DKK (ca 25.500 euro)

Education materials

204.000,00 DKK (ca 27.500 euro)

Activity Weekend (for all students who want)

74.000,00 DKK (ca 10.000 euro)

Research Tour spring and fall

78.300,00+74.900,00 = 153.200,00 DKK (ca
20.500 euro)

Webside www.od.dk

00,00 DKK

Information activities

101.000,00 DKK (ca 13.500 euro)

all

1.607.200,00 DKK (ca 216.000 euro)

1. support from society and media
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Support from
Society & Media
Operation Dagsværk can really split the waters.
Some hate us and otherslove us. Other humanitarian organisations admire us for our campaigns
and our ability to organize and motivate and
activate young people. The current government is
also fans - the current ministers of education and
developement (2 different minsters) hired students
last year. In opposition to the old government
who did not like us very much. There are also an
organisation - or maybe just a website - called
Drop Operation Days Work who in the past have
criticized and spread rumours about Dagsværk.
Amongst the students and general population
you can also find both haters and lovers, and
of course many who just think that we’re fine
and just a part of their years in high school.

Project Implementation
Which project we are going to support, is decided every year on our general meeting. So, it is completely up to the students.During the last 5 years,
we have supported projects in Peru, Burma, Zimbawe, Niger and Bolivia

Aspects of Special Importance


High quality and sustainability of the implemented projects



Inspiring youngsters for development cooperation and participation in civil society



Experiencing support from your country’s society



Free choice of participation in the action day



Integration of youngsters into the organization’s work and decision-making



(financial) transparency



Political/further independence



Low administrational expenses



Democratic organization culture/structure



Giving youngsters (those who work actively in the organization, e.g. volunteers) the opportunity of their personal development/self-improvement for future tasks
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Germany

Schüler Helfen Leben
„Spende deine Hände“ - „Contribute your Hands“
Founded in 1992 - Next Action Day on June 13 2013
website: www.schueler-helfen-leben.de
Facts & Numbers

History

Founding year of the organization 1992
Date of next action day June 13 2013
Web address www.schueler-helfen-leben.de
Number of participants in last action day 100,000+
Income from last action day EUR 1.6 million

Schüler Helfen Leben e.V.
Kaiserstr. 12
24534 Neumünster

Responsible for International Cooperation:
					

Lukas David Meyer
lukas.meyer@schueler-helfen-leben.de

The foundation of SHL was closely connected to
the civil wars in the countries of former Yugoslavia in the first half of the 1990s. When seeing
cruel media coverage on TV, German high school
students decided to load their parents’ cars
with humanitarian aid items and to distribute
them inside the countries directly suffering from
war actions. Afterwards the development of
SHL can be divided in three different phases:

So far, around EUR 20 million have been invested
in more than 120 youth projects in South Eastern Europe. Our event “social day” was firstly
implemented in 1998, at first only in one federal state in the north and only every two years.
Since 2006 schools and students from all over
Germany have been able to take part all over the
country and every year. However, between both
north and south and east and west there are still
big differences in what share of students take
part and how well-known the organization is.

1.
2.
3.
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Humanitarian aid at war times (1992-1996)
(Re-)Building schools and kindergardens (1996-2000)
Structural aid in poor and post-war societies
(since 2000): focus on youth centers, youth
employment, people with special needs,
Roma population, democratization projects (e.g. youth press, students’ unions)
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info@schueler-helfen-leben.de
+49 4321 48906 0

Vision & Mission
Special Characteristics
SHL was the first youth organization in Germany
where youngsters could take such a great amount
of responsibility. Until today we especially emphasize the importance of having the entire organization lead and controlled by young people. We are
focused on our single project region in south-eastern Europe and take big effort in not only funding
the projects but also closely accompagnying
them throughout the implementation period and
beyond. Therefore in 2001 we founded our own
Foundation of SHL with eight employees and an
office in Berlin. Since 2006 delegates from all participating schools can comet together for our Project
Election Meeting in Berlin every year, where they
get informed about our work and finally elect one
project to be supported from the year’s revenues.

Objectives of the organization
In South-Eastern Europe we want to give children and youths the possibility of leading a live in absence of poverty, hunger and discrimination.
We want to ensure that children have access to institutions of elementary and higher education. We want to give them the possibility to develop their own perspectives for a fulfilling life in peace and democracy.
Therefore we never only want to be a donor but a close partner who
empowers youngsters to raise their voice against injustice and to take an
active part in implementing our projects and in their lifes in general.
In Germany we want to raise consciousness on questions of social and international solidarity and development cooperation. We want to give
youngsters the possibility of taking responsibility for others and to take
an active role and participate in civil society. Therefore we want to provide the necessary skills through informal and nonformal education.

Organization
Structure
In this paragraph only the structure
of the Association of SHL will be explained, since it is the unit responsible
for all issues related to the Social Day.
As shown in the organization chart
(see next page), the most important
bodies are the association’s board and
its Head Office in Neumünster. The
board decides about strategic issues
and both monitors and advises the
Head Office, where the association’s
seven volunteers each work for 13
months from August to September the
next year. Their task is to implement
the organization’s everyday business
operations in Germany following the
board’s strategic decisions. Both the
board and the Head Office are supported by a number of interested Alumni
who contribute with their experiences
from working for SHL the years before.
However, their contribution is not institutional but informal and not given
on a regular basis. In addition to that,
a number of around 50 activists (high
school students throughout Germany

with a focus on the northern states)
support the organization in promotion activities or take part in seminars
and other activities the Head Office
offers. The association’s supervisory
unit is the Members’ Assembly which
is coming together twice a year for
making strategic decisions and to
elect the board. The decision which
project is to be supported from a
Social Day’s donations is made by
students sent to the Project Election
Meeting as delegates of the participating schools. Project implementation
and administration is conducted by
the Foundation of SHL which has
its own office in Berlin with eight
employees and its own organization
structure which cannot be explained
here. Anyways, the association’s board
is a full member of the foundation’s
board of trustees where the board
has veto power due to which it the
association is closely linked to the
project activities of the foundation.
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Strategic
decisions
only

Assembly of
Association
Members

Strategic decisions
inbetween assembly
meetings and everyday
decisions of higher scope

Head Board

Everyday decisions
of lower and middle
scope

Head Office
Neumünster

Promotion Support
and activities for
high school students

Activists
throughout
Germany

Informal
Alumni
counselling

Foundation of
SHL (project
administration)

Alumni
Assistants

Association of SHL – responsible for
all tasks related to the Social Day
and our activities in Germany:
Head Office Neumünster: 7 volunteers (aged 1821), one administration expert (budgeting/finances)
Head board: 3-5 young students (aged 20-25)
Activists: Around 50 all over Germany

Association is
represented in
the board of
trustees

Plus:
Participation of high school
students in electing every year‘s
new cooperation project

Foundation of SHL – responsible for
the implementation, administration
and both formal and conceptual control and cooperation with the projects
Head Office Berlin: 8 employees
9 German volunteers in cooperation projects in South Eastern Europe

members of the Association: around 200

Additional Activities
•

•
•
•
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Referring to our vision and mission SHL Germany tries to implement a great number of
activities in addition to the action day, most
of them aiming at high school students.
Project Election Meeting to elect one new
project every year (as explained above)
Public Relation activities to spread the
word about Social Day, our projects and the
general situation in South-Eastern-Europe
Voluntary Activities with high school students such as humanitarian transports, youth
exchanges between South-Eastern Europe
and Germany, study trips to South-Eastern
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•
•

•

Europe and trips for youth press activists
Regularly offered seminars about project management, soft skills and South-Eastern Europe
An information campaign visiting schools to
inform students about Social Day and our
work (around 100 schools every year, information campaign carried out by activists)
School service activities: e.g. awarding
schools for big successes in Social Day’s
donations or conducting evaluation
meetings about improving the organizational framework of the Social Day

Social Media
& IT Technologies
Social media (e.g. Twitter, Facebook and several
other networks) are only used for promoting the
Social Day, spreading information about organization activities and for giving the activists and
staff a communication platform in respective
groups. These online activities have reached a
certain standard and fulfill the overall aim of
getting people onto our website but still quite a
big potential of professional online PR is not used.
In addition to social media there is our website
which is regularly updated and tries to give an overview over both the association’s and foundation’s
activities. An email newsletter is sent to subscribers every month, linking to new articles on the
website. Activists and volunteers are embedded
into online activities as they’re asked to write
weblogs which can be found on the website.
Most communication with schools is not yet
implemented online. Advertisement letters
are sent to all German schools several times a

year by regular post service. Campaign material is printed and also regularly
sent to schools and the agreements between student and employer for the
Social Day have to be filled in by hand as well. However, there are attempts
to improve online communication in substituting regular mail by email and
schools can apply for the Social Day online as well. For internal operations
an online database with all relevant school data is used for mailings etc.

Informing the Target Groups

SOZIALER
OZIALER TAG
14.
4. JUNI 2012

•

„Seit 20 Jahren übernehmen Schüler Verantwortung für das
Leben von sozial Schwachen in Südosteuropa.
Zeigen Sie Respekt für diese engagierten jungen Menschen,
indem Sie ihnen am Sozialen Tag einen Job anbieten. Damit
helfen auch Sie den Projekten von SCHÜLER HELFEN LEBEN.“
Ulrich Wickert, Journalist und Autor

_SHL_2012_Anzeige_212x280mm_01.indd 1

Schools/teachers/student unions
on school level: Information and
advertisement sent by regular
mail several times a year; information campaign with posters
and flyers; information tour to
schools taking part in the Social
day (see above); special information material for teachers about
how to implement the Social Day,
teaching material for elementary and secondary schools

•

Companies. Information brochure
about the Social Day and its
advantages for companies

•

The broader public: Press conferences and releases, Internet
activities; finding support from
politicians and other VIPs to
improve our public visibility

HELFEN SIE SCHÜLERN, DIE WELT ZU VERBESSERN!

> Mit dem SOZIALEN TAG haben Jugendliche ein bundesweites Projekt auf die

Beine gestellt, bei dem sich Schüler für Gleichaltrige aus Südosteuropa engagieren.

> Rund achtzigtausend Schüler tauschen am 14. JUNI ihr Klassenzimmer

gegen einen Arbeitsplatz, jobben für den guten Zweck und spenden ihren Lohn.

> UNTERSTÜTZEN SIE das Engagement und spenden Sie einem Schüler Arbeit
für einen Tag. Mit Ihrem Lohn fördern Sie Hilfsprojekte in Südosteuropa und
Bildungsarbeit in Deutschland.

Mehr Informationen finden Sie im Internet unter WWW.SOZ I ALERTAG.DE

11.04.12 10:46
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Participation
As mentioned above high school students can take
part in the activities offered besides the Social
Day. In addition the Head Office in Neumünster
offers internships for getting to know the inside
work of the organization. Students’ participation
is especially highlighted in the Project Election
Meeting where delegates from participating
schools decide which new project will be supported
We try to integrate alumni wherever it is appropriate: E.g. as workshop trainers for the
activists’ meetings, as advisors for volunteers
and as part-time employees for special projects or certain areas of business operations.

Budgeting and Finances
SCHÜLER HELFEN LEBEN
Association of SHL
(SHL Germany)
Annual Budget
~ EUR 500.000

10%
EUR 160.000

100%
EUR 1.600.000

Foundation of SHL
Annual Budget
~ EUR 1.400.000

45%
~700.000
Project Implementation

45%
~EUR 700.000
Foundations‘
accumulated
stock

In our foundation’s annual report a budget according to DZI (German NGO that gives a well-known
and reliable framework for responsible budgeting of charitable organizations) is published.
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Support from
Society & Media
SHL tries to improve its visibility in the media
through press conferences and press releases in
preparation for and after its activities. Unfortunately our activities don’t appear to be innovative
enough, so that a certain visibility in the media
is only given on a limited and regional level.
SHL gets wide support from institutions and people
inside the political system. German chancellor
Angela Merkel has now been patron of the Social
Day for several years and also a number of other
politicians (e.g. almost all prime ministers of the
federal states) support SHL and the Social Day. The
contact to administration institutions is in general
quite good, especially on a federal state level in
the north. However from time to time, certain
irritations arise due to misunderstandings and SHL
failing to consolidate contacts which have once
been established. In addition to that SHL does
not succeed in establishing contacts with VIPs
from the other spheres of society (e.g. movies,
arts, music, sports) to the extent we hope for.

In addition to that the success of our fundraising activities stays behind our
expectations. Since SHL does not receive state subsidies, it is necessary to find
sponsors in order to keep the share of administrational expenses low. However,
during the last years it appeared to be easier to acquire third party fundings for
directly forwarding them into our projects than to acquire sponsorings for the
association’s work on participation in Germany (i.e. supporting the Social Day).

Project
Implementation
As mentioned above SHL is closely
connected to its project region in
South-Eastern Europe. During the
last five years the following projects have been supported. All hove
them have been elected by high
school students who participated
in our Project Election Meeting as
delegates representing the school
taking part in the Social Day:
2012: Serbia: Support for youngsters threatened by youth crime
2011: Bosnia and Hercegovina:
Inter-ethnic activities to overcome
ethnic separation of schools
2010: Albania: Providing perspectives for homeless children

2009: Serbia: Youth center/youth employment
2008: Albania: Health/educational/legal support for disadvantaged youngsters
At the foundation of SHL two full-time
employees both monitor/control and
support the fifteen continuing projects
SHL is implementing in South-Eastern
Europe. They stay in close contact
with the project managers abroad and
help to develop strategies to adapt
project activities to specific challenges
usually appearing during the implementation period and to ensure an
ongoing successful project period.
In addition to that our nine SouthEastern Europe volunteers regularly
report about project activities.
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Challenges
•
•
•

Improve inclusion of association‘s alumni
Professionalization of administrational matters
Convince more schools of participating in Social Day

•
•
•

Improve „customer“ care and field service
Optimize fundraising activities
Optimize content and knowledge management

Aspects of Special Importance


High quality and sustainability of the implemented projects



Inspiring youngsters for development cooperation and participation in civil society



Integration of youngsters into the organization’s work and decision-making



(financial) transparency



Giving youngsters (those who work actively in the organization, e.g. volunteers) the opportunity of their personal development/self-improvement for future tasks

The Project Region
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Germany
Italy

Schüler
Adelante
Helfen Leben
„Spende
“Sporcarci
deine
le Hände“
mani” –-“Getting
„Contribute
our hands
your Hands“
dirty”
Founded
Foundedinin1992
2002- -Next
NextAction
ActionDay
Dayon
in June
April13
2013
2013
website:
website:www.schueler-helfen-leben.de
www.progettozatterablu.it
Facts & Numbers

Founding year of the organization 2002
Date of next action day June 13 2013
Web address www.progettozatterablu.it

Adelante Soc. Coop. Soc. ONLUS
Via Gobbi 8
36061 Bassano del Grappa

Income from last action day EUR 30,000

ricercaesviluppo.adelante@
progettozatterablu.it
+39 424.504912

Responsible for International Cooperation:
				

Fabio Ganassin > fabioganassin@gmail.com
Martina Panzolato > martina.panzolato@gmail.com

History

From its foundation on, Adelante has always been involved in different kinds of projects, in relation to the acceptance and the
education of the younger generations.
From 2006 it has begun to organize its own “Action
Day” – inspired by the German experience. At the
beginning only 150 young people took part of the
AD, picked just among the scholars of ONE Lyceum

in Bassano del Grappa. In the next years the project
grew – up to 2009, when it came to embrace
every High School of the district, a few Elementary
Schools and some formal and in-formal realities of
the surroundings. Now the whole Vicenza Province is concerned by this project, which is also
expanding through the neighboring districts!

Vision & Mission

Or cooperative is a subject promoting social
culture, chances of meeting and dialogue between
the different realities of our local contest. Our aim
is to prevent discomfort and to promote social
ease. We want to make an inclusive social change,
valorising human relationships also by implementing the network dynamics with public institutions.
With a special focus on the Action Day, our aim is to

enable young people to develop altruistic motivations to act, in order to let them to be conscious
people and interested in what happens around
them – locally and in the world-, especially to
whom with fewer opportunities, and consequently to concretely behave in a jointly liable way.
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Organization Structure

The first subject is the Equipe, a group of people
coordinating the training of youngsters. There
is then a Steering Committee, formed by some
chosen guys among the groups of each school,
who represent the ‘Governance’ of the organization. There are then the Staffs, i.e., the coordinator
group in each school, which follows the collecting

of enrollment and the advertisement within the
school-environment. From this year there has
been the possibility for the Staffs to choose one
of the project to support by the fund-raising.
The connection between each bench
is direct and democratic.

Additional Activities
Actually, there are some events connected to each
project we sustain, to introduce and explain them
- such as meeting with photo-galleries, reports selfmade by our volunteers who visited those places
and can now share their own personal experience.
The use of IT technologies is fundamental in our
work both for communication and dissemination
issues. Emails, newsletters, mailing lists, web site,
social networks (i.e. facebook) are very useful
instruments that are pretty used by students.
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Since 2011 we have started to use a blog without
a big success; in our opinion, it is not the most
suitable tool for the teenager involvement.
The measures we take to inform about our organization and the action day are the standard ones:
poster, fliers, brochures - and the mass-ones, as
newspaper, magazines, radios, articles, TV news. As
IT-communication we largely exploit e-mails, newsletters, mailing lists, web site and social networks.

Participation
In the last times our organizations has been
renewing by substituting – at the head of each
branch – the oldest people, with some newentries: young volunteers who had attended our
training-seminars, now ready to lead assignment
and tasks. It is to underline that there is not a
‘vertical’ distribution of the roles, but a ‘horizontal’ one among each staff and committee.
Experience in the association is an important criterion to entrust youngsters – who
can, step by step, come to superior levels in
the administration and of responsibility.
We are certain of the importance of the new ideas,
of the point of view of the new generations.

Budgeting and Finances

Financial transparency is one of the
fundamental features of our association: we donate every single Euro we
raise. We have also established a special
Trust Committee, whose aim is to assure
‘external people’ of the proper conduct of
the money-transfer. These are responsible people we choose among our staff to
make each passage clear and controllable.
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Support from
Society & Media
As we are an association deeply ingrained in the
territory, we generally use local ways to promote our activities, such as regional and provincial newspapers and TV/radio programs. We
also distribute our brochures, flyers and attach
posters with our motto at every event we create
to create a series of well-known and recognizable images connected to us. The local administration is supporting us very much, because
it trusts us and our work and believes in this
way of driving youngsters to their adulthood.
We try to keep in contact with the participants of
each edition of our Action Day as most as possible, so that we have a website, a newsletter,
a blog and a constant mailing-list – in addition
to the helpful social networks, as Facebook.
We are not that supported by private companies and have not got that echo on the national
level to be sustained by the State-Government.
In any case, we always try to keep an eye on the
national directives and programs or plans.

Project Implementation
•
•
•
•
•

Africa > Tanzania > Njombe > building of a polytechnic / new country road / TeaTruck project
South America > Brazil and Bolivia > youth
center activities to prevent job exploitation
Europe > (South of) Italy > cultivation of fields confiscated from Mafia
Asia > India > support to a school renovation
Europe > Romania > financial support to a youth center project

To follow-up/control developments in the projects, members of the association personally go
to the places interested and see how things go:
we think that it is important not to impose our
own ‘developed’ way to rise and grow up (both,
on an economical and social level). Instead, it is
important to admit our own limits and to recognize their specific abilities; that is why, we
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try to plan with them, to elaborate plots with a
specific care on education and technical development. These are long-time-term projects!

Challenges
The next challenge of our organization is to
create a national network to connect every
single organization which takes care of its own
Action Day. Up to now we are connected to
the organizations in Trent and Bolzano, with
which we are sustaining a common project.
For sure, we will need much more communication and a national-spread visibility.

Aspects of Special Importance


High quality and sustainability of the implemented projects



Inspiring youngsters for development cooperation and participation in civil society



Integration of youngsters into the organization’s work and decision-making



(financial) transparency



Democratic organization culture/structure
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Germany
Norway

Schüler Helfen
Operasjon
Dagsverk
Leben
Founded deine
„Spende
in 1964
Hände“
- Next-Action
„Contribute
Day onyour
November
Hands“ 1 2012
Founded www.od.no
website:
in 1992 - Next Action Day on June 13 2013
website: www.schueler-helfen-leben.de
ODW seeks to
make students
aware of their responsibility to help
create a more just
world. By giving a
day of their education, the students
give young people
in the south the
opportunity of education, so they get
the possibility to do
something about
their situation.

Founding year of the organization 1964
Date of next action day November 1 2012
Web address www.od.no
Number of participants in last action day 110,000
Income from last action day NOK 35,7 / EUR 4.8 mio

Operasjon Dagsverk
Akersbakken 12
0172 Oslo

Responsible for International Cooperation:
					
					
					

Jonathan Dyhre Bjonnes
jonathan.bjonnes@gmail.com
Halvard Haga Raavand
halvard.raavand@gmail.com

Operation Dayswork (ODW) has since 1964
been active in over 62 countries in Asia, Africa and Latin America. Slogans such as “Youth
- Regardless,” “The World is Sick – You Are the
Medicine,” and “Education for Liberation!”
have made their mark on youth’s school-day.

good, hard look at the world. It was wrong merely
to work for improved conditions at their own
schools when youth in other countries did not
even have the opportunity of going to school.

Operation Dayswork originated from The Norwegian High School Student Union (NGS), one of the
two predecessors to the School Student Union of
Norway. Today Operation Dayswork is arranged in
cooperation with the Student Union, but we have
to go all the way back to the general assembly of
the NGS in 1964 to see how the ODW has its origins
It was at the annual meeting of the School Student Union of Norway in 1964 that a young man
ascended the speaker’s rostrum and said that it
was high time that Norwegian students took a
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od@od.no
+47 22 99 37 10

Since then, ODW has grown and undergone
considerable change, and is today Norway’s
largest solidarity campaign for youth. In 1964
Norwegian students worked and earned 103.000
kroner (13.900€) to help rebuild and strengthen
school buildings in Algeria. Today there are about
120.000 youths that earn approximately 30 million
kroner (4.000.000€) each year to help give youth
in the south the possibility of education. All years
combined since 1964 OD Norway have earned
close to one billion kroner, and both the youth in
our projects and here in Norway have been given
education through ODs campaigns and projects.

Vision & Mission
Special Characteristics
Solidarity
The Solidarity Principle is one of the most crucial
aspects of Operation Dayswork. For ODW, solidarity is about our shared responsibility for equal
opportunities. Having taken part in the information
campaign, the Norwegian youths should have the
knowledge and understanding to take a voluntary
conscious choice whether to work on the ODW-Day.
ODW wishes to contribute to a more diversified
picture of the South and to question the sometimes simplistic and occasionally damaging
presentation of the situation in Africa, Asia and
South America in the Norwegian public domain.
We aim at emphasising equality and therefore
cooperate with independent local organisations in project countries. We believe that it is
the local partners who know best how to improve the situation in their own countries.

Education
The thematic framework of the projects and
of the information campaigns in the schools,
vary from year to year. ODW has for example worked with; human trafficking, problems
related to violence, agriculture, and protection

of the rainforest. But education remains the common denominator. ODW
is of the opinion that education represents the best road to development,
and directs its efforts toward the provision of education for everybody.
ODW may support both formal and informal education, training and organisational development. ODW supports educational and training projects
which are inclusive, relevant, and developmental. The educational programs
should aim at contributing towards liberation, equality and equal rights.

In summary, ODW bases itself on the following:
•

the principle of solidarity in which equality between all groups is central

•

working on the ODW-Day is voluntary

•

ODW supports educational and training projects in Africa, Asia or Latin- America.

•

ODW always supports and concerns marginalized groups and contribute towards girls and boys having equal rights to education.

•

ODWs projects are always carried out through local partners in the South. - ODW-supports long-term projects

•

ODW is always concerned with, and carried out by, youth.
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Organization Structure
Operation Dayswork is a solidarity campaign
with several organisational links. Common to
most of the links is that they consist of youth
between the ages of 13 and 19. Here is an
overview of the various ODW-building blocks,
and some information on their functions.

The General Assembly of the School
Student Union of Norway (Elevtinget).
The General Assembly of the School Student Union
of Norway is the students’ Annual National Meeting. The General Assembly determines what is to
constitute the annual ODW-project. The General
Assembly votes over three different development
projects which have been approved by ODW’s project council. In advance of the General Assembly, all
those schools which have participated in ODW are
given the opportunity of organizing a preliminary
vote. This procedure is designed to ensure that
also those schools which are not members of the
School Student Union of Norway can participate in
the selection process. The results of the preliminary vote are combined with the results from the
General Assembly when selecting the winner.

The ODW governing body;
the board (OD-styret).
ODW’s governing body, the board, is responsible for all activities associated with ODW.
This includes among other things, economic,
legal, and organizational responsibility. The
board is elected at the General Assembly of
the School Students Union of Norway.
National Committee (Hovedkomiteen)
ODW’s National Committee (NC) consists of
between 9 and 11 members, including the ODW
president. ODW’s board appoints the members
of the National Committee. The National Committee is chaired by the ODW-president and has
day-to-day responsibility for the implementation
of ODW’s campaign within the financial guidelines
laid down by the board. The National Committee
is responsible for the production of information material, for coordinating the campaign at
the national level, and for assisting the District
Committees in their work. The National Council
members work fulltime without remuneration.

District Committees (Distriktskomiteene)
The National Council (NC) divides the country into
districts. Each district has a District Committee
(DC) which is headed by a DC-leader. In each DC,
between five and twelve youth coordinate the
International Week within its district. The District
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Committee enlists schools, arranges seminars for
teachers and members of school committees,
holds lectures during the International Week,
distributes illustrative materials, and organises a
lecture-tour for international resource persons. The
international resource persons are youths from the
project country/ies of that year’s ODW-campaign.

School Committees (Skolekomiteene)
At each school participating in ODW there should
be a School Committee. The School Committee
is responsible for organising the International
Week as well as the ODW-Day at their school.

ODW’s Project Council (ODs bistandsfaglige råd)
The Project Council consists of six experts, with extensive experience from
development work, and the ODW- leaders from the last four years. This
year’s ODW-leader functions as observer. ODW’s Project Council acts as the
board’s advisory body in matters related to ODW-projects. It is responsible for following-up the projects supported by ODW and ensures that the
long-term plans are implemented, and that budgets are adhered to.

The ODW- secretariat
The ODW-board hires employees to the ODW-Secretariat. The Secretariat consists of two information- and administrative consultants
who has the daily responsibility for ODW’s finances and who assist the
ODW-leader and the National Committee with the information campaign. In the Secretariat sits also a project coordinator who follows the
projects, and who serves as secretary to the ODW-Project Council.

Organization
Activities

Every year the ODW-Day is the last
Thursday in October. On that day,
Norwegian students can get the day
off in order to do a day’s work, and
the money they earn that day goes to
the education of youth in the South.
In advance of the ODW-Day, the
information campaign International
Week (IW) is organized. The IW offers
an educational program and lecturers
dealing with global topics such as
solidarity, equality, human rights and
education, as well as information on
that year’s project. There are also a lot
of activities arranged by the District
Committees during the IW such as

stands, flash mobs and concerts.
Prior to the launching of the campaign, ODW also cooperate with youth
from the project countries in order to
prepare texts for the teaching material
that is distributed to the schools.
In 1964, Norwegian students earned 103,000 Norwegian kroner
for the reconstruction of school
buildings in Algeria. Today approximately 120,000 youth work and
earn 30 million kroner annually in
order to provide youth in the South
with educational opportunities.
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Social Media
& IT Technologies
ODW uses the media to get as much attention as
possible for the projects each year, a lot of the
media work is done by the District Committees
because it has proven to be difficult to get the
attention from national covering media while the
more local media have proven to be easier to get
in contact with because the District Committees
often have more locally anchored news information. ODW tries to reach the national media as
well but often they only want to cover ODW on
the ODW-day. This have changed some with the
implementation of “dream jobs” where ODW tries
to get jobs such as mayor or factory manager for a
day which is something that the media have shown
a lot of interest for, both locally and nationally.
ODW have an internet page where a lot of information about the current project and ODW as
an organization is provided. There is also a lot of
information about older projects and the different districts. We use the internet page to try to
give students an easy way to learn about ODW
and the projects, with FAQs and other information we try to make the page as easy to use as
possible for the students. There are also a lot of

resources intended for the School Committees.
As of resent years ODW have created what we call
an Internal Web, where the District Committees
(DC) and the National Committee (NC) are easily
connected to all the participating schools and the
School Committees. The system allows for the
Schools to book lectures and other material from
ODW during the International Week. They can ask
questions to the DC, find tips and tricks for the
implementation of ODW on their schools. A lot of
documents are placed on the Internal Web with a
lot of documents concerning the implementation of
ODW on the school that can be used by the Schools
to create a unique program for their school.
The Internal Web also allows for the DC to
keep logs of every school in the country with
a log they use when they call the schools each
year to get them to participate in that years
project. This log is used to store comments on
the school, contact information on the school
from last year (principal, student body leader,
School Committee leader.) This system allows
for a better and tighter connection between
the different committees in the ODW system.

Participation
Youth do not only represent the future but are
also a part of the present. We must therefore
ask ourselves what kind of world we wish.
Operation Dayswork concerns youth in all stages.
The production of the information campaign is
based on cooperation between youth in the North
and the South. Youth organize the campaign in Norway, youth work on the ODW-Day, and it is youths
who are included in the projects in the South. The
DC are mostly between the ages of 14-19 and are
often in High school , the Main Committee have
all finished High School the year they work so
that they work the first half of the year (JanuaryJune) while finishing High School, and the other
half(July-December) they work full time in Oslo.
We, as youth, can demonstrate that we do not
accept that other youth are condemned to a life
in poverty. The poorest of the poor are naturally
those who are in greatest need of assistance.
By supporting the poorest we can counter the
enormous differences between rich and poor.
ODW does not wish to accept that the rich continue to become richer while the poor become
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poorer. Therefore it is our desire to contribute
towards youth in the South getting an education which will provide them with the opportunity of lifting themselves out of poverty.

Budgeting
and Finances
Incomes
Besides the income of approximately 35 million
kroners (4, 6 million euros) from the action day,
ODW Norway benefits from numerous areas,
particularly areas related to children and education.
These subsidizes are the most beneficial for ODW
Norway:
NORAD (Norwegian Agency for Development
Cooperation)
A directorate under the Norwegian Ministry of
Foreign Affairs. Its task is to ensure effective foreign
aid with assurance and evaluation.
Income: 900 000 kroners (119 000 euros)
LNU (The Norwegian Children and Youth Council)
An umbrella organization for more than 90 Norwegian non-governmental organizations for children
and youth.
Income: 100 000 kroners (13 000 euros)

Utdanningsdirektoratet (The Norwegian Directorate for Education and Training)
Norwegian government agency under the Ministry of Education and Research. It
is responsible for development of primary and secondary education.
Income: 400 000 kroners (53 000 euros)
Populus (The Academic Association Public Education)
Finances courses and seminars per participant.
Income: 250 000 kroners (33 000 euros)

Expenses
Up to 15 % of all incomes can go to internal expenses. About 3,1 million kroners
(411 000 euros) is used on home country activities and information, like campaign posters or internal training. In administrative costs the expenses are on 2,5
million kroners (333 000 euros), which includes employee salaries, office rental,
etc. What is not used goes directly to project implementation.
The whole ODW Norway budget is an open document for everyone to see, supervised by a paid employee, and is there for transparent and credible.

Project Implementation

2011 – Rwanda
2010 – Brazil One city, two worlds
2009 – Malawi, Mozambique, Uganda
and South-Africa Who’s retarded, the
car or the track?
2008 – Bangladesh – Knowledge gives
superpowers!
2007 – Nepal – With the rights to a
future

The General Assembly determines what is to constitute the annual ODW-project.
The General Assembly votes over three different development projects which
have been approved by ODW’s project council. In advance of the General Assembly, all those schools which have participated in ODW are given the opportunity
of organizing a preliminary vote. This procedure is designed to ensure that also
those schools which are not members of the School Student Union of Norway
can participate in the selection process. The results of the preliminary vote
are combined with the results from the General Assembly when selecting the
winner.
ODW uses a lot of time and resources to ensure that the projects are conducted
in the manner that we, and the students working on the day, have been told.
Therefore we have a lot of different ways of controlling the use of money and
other resources in the projects we support.
ODW follows up our projects by visiting them twice over the period of cooperation. The cooperation period is normally five years but may extend up to ten years
based on the amount of funds that were earned that year

Written reports

The organizations that work with ODW must submit detailed plans and budgets
each year to show how they will use the OD funds. At the end of each year they
must submit reports on how the year went, what went as planned and what was
different than planned. Reputable company auditor audits annually all projects
to check that the ODW money appears, that they are used according to the
agreement with the ODW and their use in accordance with GAAP.
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ODW’s Project Counsel

NPD‘s Council consists of the former ODW leaders
and aid experts who meet on a voluntary basis once a month to discuss the progress of the
projects. The council approves annual plans and
annual reports and provides advice to the project
to other questions that may come up. The coucil
also processes applications from Norwegian organizations on next year‘s ODW. They come in every
fall and the Council considers whether they are
consistent with the ODW‘s criteria for support, and
application organization has enough experience
to implement education projects in the country
they have applied. It is important for ODW that
organizations seeking funding for education that
is relevant and meaningful. The projects are about
young people aged 13-19 years in countries in Latin
America, Africa or Asia.

Evaluations

Halfway through the project period and after
the project is over evaluations are performed by
renowned researchers and experts in development
and education. This is done through interviews and
visits where we look at what has been achieved.
The evaluations are independent and provide
important input to the OD of what is going well and
recommendations for what can be done differently

Aspects of Special Importance
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High quality and sustainability of the implemented projects



Free choice of participation in the action day



Integration of youngsters into the organization’s work and decision-making



(financial) transparency



Low administrational expenses
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Germany
Serbia

Schüler
Unija
Srednjoskolaca
Helfen Leben Srbje
„Spende deine Hände“ - „Contribute your Hands“
Founded in 2003
7 2012
1992 - Next Action Day on December
June 13 2013
website: www.srednjoskolci.org.rs
www.schueler-helfen-leben.de
Facts & Numbers
UNSS is the only
youth, non-governFounding year of the organization 2003
mental organizaDate of next action day December 7 2012
tion that gather
Web address www.srednjoskolci.org.rs
secondary school
Number of participants in last action day 2,000
students of Serbia
Income from last action day EUR 9,000
and represents
them on national
Responsible for International Cooperation:
and European
level with an aim
to make connecHistory
tion of students
Union of Secondary School Students of Sercouncils and make
bia – UNSS is a non-governmental organisation
secondary school
founded in December 2003. UNSS is a national
students active,
youth network that gathers more than 100 school
student councils from over 50 cities in Serbia
informed by their
rights, affirmed and and represents about 60,000 secondary school
students. Besides OBESSU, UNSS is represented
ready to change
at the Ministry of youth and sport and Ministry of
their surroundings. education and science, as well as UNICEF, National

Democratic Institute, Umbrella Youth Organisation
of Serbia etc. In the year 2009, UNSS managed to
change the umbrella law on education, upgrading
the role of secondary school students in decision making process. Union of secondary school
students of Serbia is the largest youth organization in Serbia. Our organization was developing a dynamic and today we are independent,
representative, secondary school organization.
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Union of secondary school students of Serbia
Balkanska 29/8
11000 Belgrade
unss@srednjoskolci.org.rs
+381 069 20 200 55
Sasa Pesic (sasa.pesic@srednjoskolci.org.rs)
Stefan Kujundzic (stefan.kujundzic@srednjoskolci.org.rs)

We had two campaigns about students rights “All
different all equal” and “Rights on the lights” ,
street festival Surf .. UNSS become full member
of OBESSU (Organizing Bureau of European School
Students Unions) in 2006, and from then secondary
schools students in Serbia get right to decide and
create European education and youth policy.
In 2010, we organized “Social day” ( Action day) for
the first time. We had about 1000 volunteers in the
15 cities in Serbia. We collect about 8 000 euros, for
the projects “School environment”. Last year, was
the year of volunteering and “Social day” was organized in December, and from then it is a self- sustainable project. In second action day participated
about 2000 volunteers in 18 cities and we collected
9000 euros, for the projects of “Culture in schools”.

Main Objectives
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

democratization of school students structures
strengthening and empowering capacity of
students council
non-formal education
motivation and encouragement of activism
among school students
promotion of young artists,creative values and
quality of cultural life
creation of an open,safe and inclusive school
environment
providing opportunities for independent
projects of school students

Organization
Structure
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General assembly has a meeting once in a year,
and it consist of one delegate of every Student
council who is a member. It job is to decide about
some important documents, declaration, changing
of statute. It also decides who is going to manage
organization in next two years by choosing a members of the Board and evaluates reports and work
of this organization body.The decisions of General
assembly are most relevant because represent
the opinion of more then 50% of delegates.
During the year all important decision for
further work are made by the Board.
Two of them are also and international officers.
When new Board is chosen, members of the old
one are becoming the members of Advisory board,
and it job is to help and share their experience with
newly chosen members of the Board. Secretary general is responsible for administration and
financial management, and the only employed
person, but besides him/her there’s about 40

volunteers who are working for organization.
Every year the Board choose a team of local coordinators, about 15 of them. There is local coordinator
for every region of the country, and he or she is
implementing projects on local and representing
UNSS. Local coordinators are communicating with
Student councils, and trying to involve more of
them. Local team for Belgrade is necessary due to
specific size of Belgrade, it’s organization body with
5 members and it’s led by local coordinator for Belgrade. It job is similar to job of local coordinators.
The Board also choose two members of PR team,
and they represent organization in Social media
and write articles for website. Every Student council has a contact person, and it’s job is to communicate with our organization and share information
with other members of Student council. One group
of volunteers is specially dedicated to IT things,
but there’s no organization body of that type.

Organization Activities
Does your organization implement further
activities in addition to the action day?
We’re planing to implement some new things in
addition to next action day, but we need to discuss
about ideas. Earlier, we planed to combine male
and female jobs ( rather - that men have opportu-
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nity to do some “women’s jobs” and for girls,that
they have opportunity to do some “men’s jobs”),
and also to find some alternative jobs. We want
to see European practice and to implement some
good examples that other organization are using.

Participation
By involving new students councils we’re integrating youngsters and they become members of our
organization. Every year we have a call for new
local coordinators, members of Local team for
Belgrade and PR team, and that’s opportunity for
every high school student to become a part of our
team and become more active in organization.
When members of the Board finish their two
years mandate they becoming a members of
Advisory board, they continue their work by
helping and sharing their experience. In that way
we integrate alumni. Also, many of them after
Advisory board continue to help and volunteer.

Media Communications
In our UNSS team we have a PR team and their
job is to inform public about organizing action day throw Social media, Internet, Social
networks, and also about our organization.
We pay great attention to our presentation on
Internet, because it helped us to communicate with every person interested to volunteer
and allow them to apply for volunteering on
our website. National media informed public
about social day because they recognized im-

portance of it. Great impact on involving local
companies had local radio and tv station.
PR team led a media campaign and as a lot of
people was good informed and involved after
it, we consider our attempts very successful.
All local teams for organizing action day had
a presentation in schools which gathered all
teachers and students, parents were also invited, but their response wasn’t so great.

Budgeting and Finances
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About transparency:
Each year Secretary General and Board submit
final financial report to the General Assembly
which consist of representatives of all school
student councils who are members of UNSS.

About credibility:
UNSS is successfully financing it‘s work for almost
ten years now. Our financing sources were both
donors (domestic and foreign) and sponsors
(companies). We never got rejection for any
financial report we sent to any donor. All books
are kept by independent bookkeeping agency. For
three years we also had external audit reports

Support from
Society & Media
All our projects and activities had also aim to make
our organization visible in public and media.
In every project we have a person who’s job is to
inform public and media about it, and to organize promotion. Our public relation team work
all the time on representing and improving our
position in society. There’s also activities which
are organized just for making our organization
more visibe, for example each year we’re celebrating International day of students and in that
day, in many cities there’s activities in streets,
events, presentation of our organization. We have
good cooperation with some national media and
they inform about our work. Local coordinators
also work on informing local media about our
and activities of student councils. We consider our organization visible in public in general
and mostly our attempts are very successful.
We had a big support from private companies for
organizing street festival called SURF, also Serbian
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Chamber of Commerce, which gathers entrepreneurs give their support for organizing Social day.
On local level Youth offices cooperate with our local
coordinators and help them to organize activities
and to communicate with representatives of local
government. On national level our organization
cooperate with some ministries, but there isn’t
financial support by government to make Union of
secondary school students, and our members- student councils sustainable. There isn‘t governmental
body that take care of organizations of this type,
although we consider it important for development
of the country and improving conditions for youth.
When it comes to partnership projects, UNSS led
seminar “Creative campaign” in partnership with
organization SIF from Island, in Reykjavik on Island
within the program Youth in action ( in 2010 ).
Several time we were a partnership organization to OBESSU on their Youth in action projects,
and we participated in the design and execution
of programs on these seminars and trainings.

Challenges
Special challenge for our organization in next
period is to try to get more support from our
government, primarily because we’re trying to
make our organization sustainable. Our challenge
is also to implement more projects and involve
more volunteers and cities into Social day. Our
organization is facing with shortage of money,
and lack of motivation among young, and that’s
the problems we’re trying to solve in the future.

Aspects of Special Importance


High quality and sustainability of the implemented projects



Inspiring youngsters for development cooperation and participation in civil society



Free choice of participation in the action day



Political/further independence



Democratic organization culture/structure
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Appendix I

Newly Introducing Social Day
Short information about „Zajecar initiative“

Zajecar Initiative (ZI) is non-governmental, non-profit and
non-partisan organization, founded in 2001 in Zajecar. Its
founders created an organization to deal with the accumulated problems in Zajecar and Timok region through mobilizing local communities. Zajecar initiative was founded by
young people at that time, which have matured along with
the ZI. Zajecar initiative operates in the territory of Timok
region more precisely Zajecar and Bor district (8 municipalities). From the activist grass root organisation ZI has grew
over past ten years in to the professional high outreach civil
society organisation.
Established a Youth Center (430 square meters building
provided by the City of Zajecar) which was reconstructed
with the support of the Schuller Helfen Leben foundation.
Youth Center run by ZI is an extraordinary place for youth
full with excellent programs for youth
Initiative is providing direct support to young people
through:
1. Youth café which enables young people to spend their
spare time in active and more qualitative way. The youth
café is an alcohol free facility where young people can
meet, relax and access modestly priced soft and hot drinks.
Five desktop computers, wireless internet, small library
consisting of books, comics and magazines that are of interest to young people (board and card games) are available
for use.
2. Program aimed to develop and nurture creative talents
and practical skills of young people.
2.1 Creative workshops cycles for comics making, photography, drawing and painting, creative writing and acting.
2.2. Practical skills workshops - Series of trainings for

personal and professional development in different areas
(bookkeeping, web design, studio recording, applied design
etc), helping young people to obtain new practical skills
that might help them to find a part- or even full time job.
2.3. Language courses – English, German, Spanish and
Italian courses.
3. Program aimed to develop and encourage critical-thinking of young people
3.1. Screenings of independent movies and documentaries around contemporary social and political issues facing
young people, followed by a moderated discussion.
3.2. Series of public discussions on key social issues related
to the region such as nationalism, security among young
people, human rights, xenophobia etc.
3.3. Cultural events including concerts, performances and
exhibitions of socially engaged and / or alternative artists.
4. Charity work for disadvantaged groups and individuals.
Through various activities of the Youth center funds have
been raised for different purposes such as soup kitchen,
surgery and medical treatments, day care center for disabled children.
Based on this experience ZI would like to support development of youth centers in other communities with funds,
know-how, experience and programs as well as promote
and replicate this model elsewhere in the country.

Appendix II

ODW Bolzano/Italy

Organization description 2011 (not updated yet)

•
•
•
•
•

Established since: 2006 (first action in 2008)
Action Date: 8th of April 2011
Homepage: www.operationdaywork.org
Attendants last year: 650 students / 27 schools
Earnings last year: ca. 25,000 €

Described in one sentence: OD enables us young people to make
the world through small steps a little bit better - and by taking
these steps we develop and grow ourselves... it’s just a great
thing!”
Address: VIA MARCONI 5 , c/o BIBLIOTECA CULTURE DEL MONDO,
39100 Bolzano
Phone & Email: +39-331-911-0393 & info@operationdaywork.org
Contact persons: Monika Weissensteiner (Coordinator) Monika.w@operationdaywork.org, +39-331-911-0393; Hanna
Vettori (President of the association in 2010-2011; volunteer in
2011-2012) - www.hannavettori@hotmail.com, +39-340-4879200
History:
Operation Daywork (OD) is a non profit youth organisation (recognized NGO), which has operated
since 2007/08 in the province Alto-Adige (Italy). All started, after a
very casual but fortunate encounter between some of our founding members and members of ODw Denmark, first in Mexico and
then in Europe ,-) The group Global-Local (today’s advisory board)
, together with students and with the support of ODw Denmark
started meeting in 2006, the first Day of Action was realized in
2008. Currently, we have started collaborating with students/
schools and a partner organisation in Trentino, hoping to grow
and to realize together the upcoming project.
The aim of OD was from the beginning on to foster critical engagement of youth within
the broad field development cooperation. We base our commitment on a few principles, which we believe to share with the ODw
movement and which for us are the main pillars of our work:
engendering active youth engagement and solidarity through the
interdependency between action and conscentization. So we
work on two levels:
1. Eyery year students from the region choose one developmentcooperation-project in the “south”,
which is fundraised for through the so called “Day of Action”. On
this day, high-school students
(approx. 14-19 years of age) can choose to substitute a day of
school for a one- day-job.
2. Contemporarily we engage actively in youth (peer) education
on the territory and launch every
spring a sensibilization campaign on topics that are connected to
the development-project which we
support. The campaign works on school level through a variety of
activities and materials (visits of
guests from the project, journals, workshops, visual materials);
but we also organize different public

events (conferences, films-screenings, creative competitions,
street theatre…) which are directed
towards civil society in general.
I don’t think that the aim has changed, but in recent years we
have tried to strengthen our engagement in the sensibilisation
campaign and to improve the quality of our “materials” and
actions, reaching now out both to youth and to civil society in
general. So while it first was important to render our “Day of Action” known and supported by many people and the educational
institutions, we are now strengthening our role within the educational system and improving our awareness raising campaign
through the activities that precede the Day of Action. This, in turn,
should help as well to broaden the participation and deepen the
conscentization.
Over the last 4 years, we have had a participation in the Day of
Action that reached annually 500 to 650 students and approx. 400
providers of work, within a region that has approx. 400.000 inhabitants. There are about 27 schools which have annually taken
part in the project (the Day of Action) and some of them actively
employ our materials during lessons. There have been about 1520 high-schools which take on our offer to receive a visit from our
project partner.
Disposition of funds:
As organization we manage two separate funding systems:
1. The development cooperation funds: the funds which result
from the Day of Action are exclusively used to support our partners and 100% flows into the international cooperation project. In
that case, we do not have regional restrictions for our partners.
2. The core funding indeed, which we receive from public institutions (provincial governerment) are used to support our structure
(coordination) and some of the activities of the sensibilisation
campain within the local territory. However, we would be interested in learning about other funding possibilities.The organisation
was born in the provinz of Alto Adige but is currently starting
cooperatin with students / organisations in the Trentino
We do not have particular project themes, but we wish to support
locally based projects which have emerged from popular movements or small organizations in the global South and which are
embedded in local processes. The projects should be able to be
connected to topics that we then take up in the sensibilisation
campain, such as nord-south relations, globalisation, poverty and
underdevelopment, clima change and environment, as well as
human rights.
In the past we have realized the following projects:
2007-2008: partners Assist & Manitese (IT)
India (Pidiguralla): community project addressing child-labour
2008-2009: Copinh(HO)&CICA (IT)
Honduras (Lenca Population): Training of indigenous youth-com-

munity- leaders
2009-2010: Redes, Adel (ES)&Cospe (IT)
El Salvador – Chalatenango - Long term and shared water resource managment
2010-2011: GVC (Peru&IT)& ISCOS (IT)
Peru (Apurimac): Fostering of a alpaca farmers cooperative
Now starting
2011-2012: ACMOS (IT) and the Popular Nonviolent Committee of
at Tuwani, South Hebron Hills
Palestine_Media Peace Lab for Youth in the Palestinian Occupied
Territories.
Every year we open a public call for projects where Italian/European NGOs can send in their project proposals. As part of a training regarding issues of development cooperation (to be further
extended in coming years), the students council (15 students)
then makes a preselection of projects. Approximately 3 projects
are then presented in occasion of the annual assembly by the
project-holder and voted upon by the present teenagers. After
the project is choosen, we are in constant dialog with our partnerorganisation, to adjust the disposition of funds within the project
with our funding availability.
So far we have established the condition, that we receive reports
from our partners while the project is going on and that the last
30% of funding is submitted only after an extensive report is submitted to the organisation. If we had other funding possibilities,
we would definitely love to personally visit and document the realization of our projects, but so far this has not been possible. We
do visit the partners abroad in order to establish direct contact
and discuss the project, but this happens previously to the project realization. It is then our Italian partner to follow ther project.
Organization structure:
The protagonists of the organization are clearly young people
themselves, who dedicate volunteerily their time to render the
aims of the project real. The main organ of decision taking is the
annual assembly, followed by the OD student council, both of
which are composed interely by students (age 16-19).
The assembly is open to all students (young people approx. age
14-19) who annually choose the cooperation project which we
support through the “day of action”. In this occasion participants
can propose themselves as council members and get elected.
While the participation in the general assembly varies, the council
is annually recomposed by approximately 15 students from different schools all over the province. The council is active all year
long and meets every second/third week in order to shape and
carry out the sensibilisation campain and plan the day of action.
Its members have formed different “workgroups” and are so
responsible for different aspects of our work. The legal representative of the organisation is as well a student which gets elected.
On the ground, there are – or should be – the schools groups and
their representatives, whose involvement we would like to further
strenghten during the upcoming project circle.
The organization is supported by one part time employee (30 hrs/
week), the coordinator, who is responsible both for the development of the materials for the sensibilisation campain, as well as
for the whole administrative part of the organization. She accompanies the student council and is responsible for carring out the
project visits abroad, together with a group of volunteers.
Two groups of volunteers who support OD:
a) Every year we are looking for young people who have conclu-

ded their high-school and who are interested in participating in
OD. They form a little volunteer group (2-4 persons) who together
with the coordinator visit the project abroad and conduct a little
research there, in order to help in the production of the educational materials afterwards. Annually we also invite 2 guest from our
project to Italy, who are then accompained by the volunteers and
coordinator. Most the times, but not necessarily, the volunteers
have been university students.
b) Another form of support we receive from our “advisory board”
, which is composed by adults with different professional backgrounds and who together with (former) students gave the initial
stimulus to create OD in 2006/07. The group meets a few times
during the year to discuss administrative issues (funding, particular aspects of some events we organize, press contacts ecc.) and
supports the coordinator, but does not participate in the decision
taking process of the students. While students, volunteers and
the coordinator change freequently, the advisory board , altough
open to new members, is stable and gives some sort of continuity
to our organization.
So far, the only way to remain active within OD after completing
high school has been to become an OD volunteer, who visit the
project and support the sensibilisation campaign over one year.
However, there could be developed other means for integrating
former students, such as keeping in touch with the projects
abroad that were supported by them during their OD activity and
giving feedback to OD, or collaborating as external support/becoming experts with the new student council, since many of them
go on to further specialize in topics of interest to OD. We are still
a young organisation, but in the future alumni could for example
also become active as members of the advisory board.
Do you have contact to the media?
Yes. We do hold contact to media, through press-comunications,
press-meetings and individual contacts to journalists, although
the media response to campain events and the Day of Action has
varied. We have collaborated with printed media, radio and tv on
a local level.
As we first started out with OD we also met with the responsible politicians in the sector of education and culture (Province
of Bolzano) and received a support letter for this project. The
local german/italian/ladin “ministries” of education support the
project. Also, we receive our core funding from the provincial
office of cabinett affairs, section development cooperation and
education.
There are some few bigger businesses who annually employ a
certain number of students during the day of action and are thus
in this way supporting us. Other forms of donations are rare and
we have not sought out to attract businesses, as we won´t to stay
indipendent and promote certain values. But we are within the
creation of a better network also with the unions, social cooperatives and others in order to facilitate the collaboration for the Day
of Action.
Campaign structure:
1. Eyery year students from the region choose one developmentcooperation-project in the “south”,
which is fundraised for through the so called “Day of Action”. On
this day, high-school students
(approx. 14-19 years of age) can choose to substitute a day of
school for a one- day-job.
2. Contemporarily we engage actively in youth (peer) education
on the territory and launch every
spring a sensibilization campaign on topics that are connected to
the development-project which we
support. The campaign works on school level through a variety of

activities and materials (visits of
guests from the project, journals, workshops, visual materials);
but we also organize different public
events (conferences, films-screenings, creative competitions,
street theatre…) which are directed
towards civil society in general.
How do you communicate your work?
Annual project journal, fotos, film
Homepage, Facebook Events, (future maybe newsletter),
Through printed media, radio, tv
Mouth to mouth
In which way do you inform the youngsters about SD/OD action?
Directly during the visit of our project partners in different
schools, through the educational materials used by schools,
through information-stands, mouth to mouth (the best!!) , at
mettings in schools and by our presence at youth events, through
the media…
Who do you want to adress with your communication?
That depends on the communication.
Communication regarding the Day of Action adresses differently
both students who we want to engage, as well as potential workgivers.
Communication within the sensibilisation campain is in the first
place directed from youth towards youth and communicated also
through our educational materials; however, the campaign is also
directed toward society in general.
Therefore, we use quite diversified chanels of communication and
methodologies in the campain. For example
School: all our school materials are free of charge for schools
Out ouf our project visit and research , we develop both a journal
with articles as well as a booklet with questions, workshop proposals ecc for teachers or other interested persons.
Visual materials: fotos and film material
2-3 week visit of representatives from our partner project
Other, public actions
film and dicussion evenings
country related events

theme related conferences
street teather, theater ecc.
Art/design contests
How do you use the Internet?
Homepage
Facebook/Twitter to launch events, but could be improved
Insertion of events in online event-calenders of the region
Future: newsletter?
Specifics:
As coordinator I believe what gives the very special quality to our
organization is the main position and the responsibility hold by
the young people (students and volunteers) themselves. Their
work and comittment, combined with the professional support
through an young adult coordinator and other “friends of OD”,
enables them to strenghten their critial awareness as well as engagement in society. This refers particularly to the student-council. However, also on the broader level, OD gives young people the
oportunity to engage with issues, which otherwise would not be
covered during their school-time… and OD gives them opportunities and hints on how to get active. It is by youth and for youth,
but also by youth for civil sociey in general. And, last but not least,
the Day of Action shows that by working together we can achive
a lot!
The sensibilisation campain to foster critical awareness and the
“Day of Action” to get active and to create through manual work
the financial support for a development cooperation project. The
focus is thus on awareness raising-coscientisation and action; on
(peer) education; on showing that we can promote social change
through critical engagement and action.
Our province is characterized by a separated school system for
german and italian speaking persons. We try our best to integrate
through our project people from different linguistic background as
well as schools.
Also, since 2011 we are in contact with an “emerging OD-Trentino”, as well as with the promoters of the “Social Day” in Bassano
del Grappa and other groups in Italy which would like to start a
similar movement.

